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Encyclopedia of Civil War ShipwrecksLouisiana State University Press, 2008
On the evening of February 2, 1864, Confederate Commander John Taylor Wood led 250 sailors in two launches and twelve boats to capture the USS Underwriter, a side-wheel steam gunboat anchored on the Neuse River near New Bern, North Carolina. During the ensuing fifteen-minute battle, nine Union crewmen lost their lives, twenty were wounded,...
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Where Men HideColumbia University Press, 2006
"If you ask men if they spend any time hiding, they usually look at you as if you're nuts. 'What, me hide?' But if you ask women whether men hide, they immediately know what you mean." -- from  Where Men Hide
 Where Men Hide is a spirited tour of the dark and often dirty places men go to find comfort, camaraderie,...
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Mental Reality, Second Edition, with a new appendix (Representation and Mind)MIT Press, 2009
In Mental Reality, Galen Strawson argues that much contemporary philosophy of mind gives undue primacy of place to publicly observable phenomena, nonmental phenomena, and behavioral phenomena (understood as publicly observable phenomena) in its account of the nature of mind. It does so at the expense of the phenomena of conscious...
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Design Creativity 2010Springer, 2010

	What is ‘design creativity’? It is impossible to answer this question without considering why human beings can – and do – ‘design’. Design creativity is instrumental in not only addressing social problems faced across the world,  but also evoking an innate appreciation for beauty and a sense of...
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Think Like Amazon: 50 1/2 Ideas to Become a Digital LeaderMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
	
		
	

	
		“Reading this book is like having Jeff Bezos advise me.” ?Eric Martinez, Founder and CEO of Modjoul

	...
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Perl Hacks : Tips & Tools for Programming, Debugging, and SurvivingO'Reilly, 2006
With more than a million dedicated programmers, Perl has proven to be
 the best computing language for the latest trends in computing and
 business. While other languages have stagnated, Perl remains fresh
 thanks to its community-based development model, which encourages the
 sharing of information among users. This tradition...
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Pro .NET 2.0 Extreme Programming (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2006
The target audience for this title are current .NET 1.1 developers and future .NET 2.0 developers who need to put Extreme Programming (XP) into practice. While other Extreme Programming books are usually theoretical in approach, this book takes the reader through the practical application of Extreme Programming with code-level solutions. It shows...
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Do Smart Adaptive Systems Exist?: Best Practice for Selection and Combination of Intelligent MethodsSpringer, 2005
Do Smart Adaptive Systems Exist? is intended as a reference and a guide summarising and focusing on best practices when using intelligent techniques and building systems requiring a degree of adaptation and intelligence.

It is therefore not intended as a collection of the most recent research results, but as a practical...
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Analysis of Phylogenetics and Evolution with R (Use R!)Springer, 2006

	
		The study of the evolution of life on Earth stands as one of the most
	
		complex fields in science. It involves observations from very different sources,
	
		and has implications far beyond the domain of basic science. It is concerned
	
		with processes occurring on very long time spans, and we now know that it
	
		is also...
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Python Deep Learning Projects: 9 projects demystifying neural network and deep learning models for building intelligent systemsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Insightful projects to master deep learning and neural network architectures using Python and Keras

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore deep learning across computer vision, natural language processing (NLP), and image processing
	
			Discover best practices for the training of deep neural...
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Expert SQL Server Transactions and Locking: Concurrency Internals for SQL Server PractitionersApress, 2018

	Some time ago, one of my colleagues asked me, “What do you like about SQL Server the

	most?” I had heard this question many times before, and so I provided my usual answer:

	“SQL Server Internals. I like to understand how the product works and solve complex

	problems with this knowledge.”
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System Modeling in Cellular Biology: From Concepts to Nuts and BoltsMIT Press, 2006
Biology is the study of self-replicating chemical processes. Biology is the study of
systems accurately transmitting a genetic blueprint. Biology is the study of complex
adaptive reproducing systems.

What is systems biology if all definitions of biology implicitly or explicitly refer to
the study of a whole object, whether...
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